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ABSTRACT

WILLIAM BLAKE:
AN INTEGRATED TEACHING APPRAOCH
By
Shawn C Gaspaire
August 2003

The purpose of this project was to explore the usefulness of providing integrated
curricula in today's contemporary classroom. The literature review illustrates that
integrated approaches to teaching improve classroom engagement rates, retention, and
skill level across grade levels when compared to non-integrated environments. A tenweek model using William Blake as a catalyst is presented. The integrated approach
using Blake incorporates history, English, the arts, vocational arts, communication, and
the technologies. Implications of integrated curriculum and William Blake are discussed.
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Chapter One
Introduction

Overview
Integrated curriculum is re-gaining more attention in contemporary instruction as
a medium through which to introduce an abundance of infmmation and the
interconnectedness of the learning experience. As Dewey (1902/1990) explained, in the
hope for a better learning experience from progressive teaching, the student's cognitive
and developmental needs must be a part of the curriculum process. Dewey (1902/1990,
p.183) stated, "The child's life is integral. He [or she] passes quickly and readily from
one topic to another, ... but is not conscious of transition or break." Juxtaposed with the
habitual beliefs of segregated content courses in the traditional curricula, integrated
curriculum provides an educational atmosphere tailored to the cognitive needs of students
(Dewey, 1092/1990). Even the Washington State Legislature is beginning to generate
legislation for instituting integrated curriculum as a core component to modern
educational reforms, as noted in WAC 180-51-003 (Washington State Legislature, 2003).
This project was created in the hopes of shedding some light on the great
opportunities that can be found in integrated curriculum such as, improving overall
retention, class engagement, and improved knowledge. It is my expectation that the
review of literature and integrated thematic unit are both enlightening and empowering to
any teacher willing to look at progressive ways of instruction.

Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to provide teachers and students a medium in which
to better understand, then facilitate, learning interconnected throughout content areas.
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This project is an example of how integrated curriculum can be utilized in the
contemporary secondary classroom. According to the research reviewed, integrated
curriculum can increase retention, engagement, and over all skill level amongst students
when compared to non-integrated classrooms. It is the hope of this author that a teacher
who is in need of learning about integrated curriculum, or who needs a test unit, will find
this project to be beneficial and effective.

Rationale and Significance of the Project
With the creation and implementation of Washington's statewide assessment, the
Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL) in 1997, teachers have been asked
to educate students to be able to explain why they are doing what they are doing.
Additionally, knowing how this learning is connected to other areas oflearning and life
has become a strong focus. In order to meet current education reforms and legislation
successfully, some teachers are returning to the idea of integrated curriculum.
Researchers have referred to the integrated curriculum approach as being "not a
panacea, but an opportunity" to improve educational standards, the way teachers teach,
and the way students learn (Ritter, 1999, pg 1). The general approach to integrated
curriculum has been studied, and these inquiries find that integrated learning improves
the educational experience for students (Ritter, 1999). Lipson, Valencia, Wixson, and
Peters (1993 ), and Ritter (1999) conclude that the rationale for using integrated
curriculum is as follows:
•

provides valuable focus;

•

helps students understand why they are doing what they are doing;

•

demonstrates coherent connections among disciplines;
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•

allows transfer of learning from one context to another; and

•

facilitates the acquisition of an integrated knowledge base.

This project is designed to follow and use this rationale with the expectation of increasing
the overall academic capability of the students to whom it is taught. In consideration with
new state assessment standards and legislation towards education, it is the belief of
researchers in the field of integrated cuniculum and my belief that integrated cuniculum
is a great oppmtunity for educators and students alike to meet the new standards
effectively (Suranna, 1999, Wood, 1998, and Ritter, 1999).
One recuning theme in the review of literature on integrated cuniculum is the
importance of the role oflanguage arts and English courses (Wishner, 1996, Marder,
1975, and Ryan, 1992). Since written and spoken language are a universal part of the
academic world, it was of no great surprise how adaptable English is to other content
fields. Seeing this potential for a foundation of an integrated unit, I decided to create an
integrated unit dealing with areas I am knowledgeable and passionate about, William
Blake and the French and American Revolutionary era.
I chose William Blake as the focal point for my project due to the potential of his
writings to connect to the inquisitive, yet sometimes confrontational, nature of students.
Blake writes about the human states of innocence and experience and the transitions
between the two. Subsequently, students in high school are in the middle of transitioning
between the two states as they begin to understand more about the world in which they
live. William Blake's writing and artwork were used to question authority, conuption,
humanity, and existence, much like what students are struggling with as they attempt to

(

identify themselves as individuals. I believe by allowing students to study Blake, the
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students gain an outlet which permits them to better understand and analyze the world
they live in. Furthermore, beyond Blake's illuminated poems being used to explain
history and the arts from the revolutionary era, Blake's symbolism and metaphors contain
strong possibilities for character education.

Scope
This project is designed to be implemented as part of the high school curriculum
for tenth-twelfth grade students. The project's length is eight to ten weeks, depending on
the instructor, using material drawn from William Blake's Songs ofInnocence and

Experience as the catalyst to integrate history, English, the arts, vocational arts,
communication, and the technologies. The compiled literature review for this project
contains perspectives on integrated curriculum from across grade levels and content
areas. In addition, with the conversation are sections discussing English as a platform for
integrated curriculum, including perspectives on William Blake, and character education
through poetry.

Definition a/Terms
The following list of words are defined to help the reader understand key terms
and theories that he or she might not be fully knowledgeable about. Additionally, since
the authors believes the definition of integrated curriculum and interdisciplina,y to be
closely parallel, the author will to refer to each as the same approach.

Benchmark. A point in time, which may be used to measure student progress.
Designed to help educators organize and make sense of a complex process of interaction
between the student, the teacher, and the learning process (Washington State Commission
on Student Learning, [WSCSL], 2002, p.9)
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Components. The key components of each Essential Academic Leaming
Requirements. The components are intended to describe broad categories of student
behaviors or actions (WSCSL, 2002, p.9)

Constructivism. A teaching philosophy, or a cognitive theory that supports the
idea that new knowledge is acquired when information previously received by the brain
is processed through a series of symbols with additional information to provide the
learner with a new basis of knowledge. Learners are therefore actively constructing
meaning based on their own past experience (Schubert and Melnick, 1997, p. 6)

Essential Academic Learning Requirements (EALR's). A statement of what
students should know and be able to do at the completion of their K-12 education These
statements are purposely broad and are intended to serve as guideposts to school districts
and give teachers flexibility in designing curriculum, teaching strategies and planning
instrnction (WSCSL, 2002, p.9).

Integrated Curriculum. Lipson et al. (1993) trace the idea of curriculum
integration to the reforms of the 1930's- specifically to John Dewey. Integrated
cuniculum is a way to teach students that attempts to break down bamers between
subjects and make learning more meaningful to students (Connect 4 Educators, 2003).

Interdisciplinary. Refers to a knowledge view and cuniculum approach that
consciously applies methodology and language from more than one discipline to examine
a central theme, issue, problem, topic, or experience (Jacobs, as cited in Lonning,
Defranco, and Weinland, 1998, p. 313).

Learning Communities. There are two types ofleaming communities: schoolbased learning communities where students and teachers are engaged in long term
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projects; and work-based learning communities where students learn the practices of a
discipline or profession. Both types of learning communities are integrated into the
curriculum ( Washington State University, 2003).

Romanticism. A movement in the literature of virtually every country of Europe,
the United States, and Latin Americ_a that lasted from <1pout 1750 to <tb.out 1870,
characterized by reliance on the imagination and subjectivity of approach, freedom of
thought and expression, and an idealization of nature. The term romantic first appeared in
18th-century English and originally meant romancelike-that is, resembling the fanciful
character of medieval romances (Microsoft Corporation, 2003).

Washington State Commission on Student Learning (WSCSL). An elevenmember body directed by the legislature to carry out the primary goals of the state's
educational reform act passed in 1993 (WSCSL, 2002, p.4).

Overview of the Chapters
Chapter one is intended to outline the rationale and purpose of the project,
including defining some key elements for integrated curriculum in Washington State.
Chapter two will present opinions, research, and areas of discussion dealing with the
theories of integrated curriculum and its role in the contemporary classroom, as well
review the strengths of using William Blake in the classroom. The third chapter
consists of the steps and methods used in constructing the project. The central piece of
this project is found in chapter four where the actual integrated curriculum unit applied
to William Blake is presented. In the finial chapter, recommendations and conclusions
are presented, in addition to a brief summary of the project.

Chapter Two
Review of Literature
Introduction

For over the past ten years, education reform efforts have attempted to redefine
... Kindergarten.- 12'11 grnd~ vuniculum. One aspect of curriculum revision receiving
particular attention is the role and nature of theme-based, interdisciplinary, integrated
curriculum (Lonning, Defranco, and Weinland, 1998). The purpose of this review of
literature is to provide discussion, focused around the educational method of
interdisciplinary or integrated curriculum, and a discussion on William Blake as a focal
point for an integrated unit. This review of literature will cover the following aspects of
consideration: (a) state standards and guidelines, (b) opinion amongst researchers and
professional teachers, (c) research on integrated curriculum, (d) perspectives on William
Blake, and (e) the teaching of moral values and humanity through English. In conclusion,
a summary of chapter two will be giving.
State Standards and Guidelines

"Only the educated are free," said Epictetus (as cited in Suranna, 1999, p. 287);
Suranna (1999) argues that if teachers begin to think creatively about how to apply
Standards, teachers may bring to pass Epictetus' assumption for all students.
Washington Administrative Code. Since the Constitution of the United States of

America has delineated that education should fall under the jurisdiction of the State
governments (Constitution of the United States of America, 2003), Washington State
created bylaws with in its own legislation that include requirements and expectations for
both the school districts and students of the state. The Washington Administrative Code
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(WAC) clearly stipulates in section 180-51-003 (Washington State Legislature, WSL,
2003) that the State Board of Education is responsible for establishing minimum high
school graduation requirements. Section 3 of this WAC asserts that creative development
and application of integrated curriculum within existing resources will significantly
facilitate the implementation of the graduation requirements (WSL, 2003).
To best meet the State Board of Education's graduation requirement guidelines,
WAC 180-51-061, the State encourages districts, with WAC 180-51-003, section 3, to (a)
implement curriculum that includes courses that incorporate the best applied, theoretical,
academic, and vocational aspects; (b) emphasize the integration of academic and
vocational education in educational pathways; and (c) consider using the model
cuniculum integrating vocational and academic educations as it is developed by the
Superintendent of Public Instruction. (WSL, 2003)
Essential Academic Learning Requirements. In an effort to establish clear

learning targets for students and teachers Washington State created a Commission on
Student Learning (WSCSL) in order to design ways to set higher standards for core
curriculum areas. Subsequently, the WSCSL fashioned the Essential Academic Leaming
Requirements, or EALRs. The idea behind these EALRs was to ensure students would
master basic skills within content areas that would provide success in later learning, life,
and work. The initial basic skills were adapted for the fields of reading, writing,
communication, and mathematics. Other areas such as science, history, geography, civics,
economic, and etc, were developed shortly there after (WSCSL, 2002).
The Washington State EALRs consist ofmatrixes detailing the developmental
indicators for each subject area. The subject areas are divided into components, with each
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component having benchmarks listing the scope and sequence in order to meet the
requirement. In regard to this research and project, the integrated approach would utilize
the standards for Reading, Writing, Communication, Social Studies, Hist01y, and the

Arts.
Opinion Amongst Researchers and Professional Teachers
Dewey (1902/1990, p.183) stated, "The child's life is integral. He [or she] passes
quickly and readily from one topic to another, ... but is not conscious of transition or
break." Yet, in school, topics are tom away from their original place in a child's
experience and rearranged to reference core content classes (1902/1990, p. 184). As
maintained by Dewey (1938/1997, p.48), the trouble is that subject-matter is learned in
isolation, in a water-tight compartment. Dewey believes that this style ofleaming is
contrary to experience, and "no matter how thoroughly engrained," does not permit
genuine preparation for life (1938/1997, p.48).
Like Dewey, Tyler (1949, p.84) deemed, "if the experiences [of education] are in
conflict they may nullify each other, or have no connection; the student develops
compartmentalized learnings which are not related to each other." However, Tyler
hypothesizes, "If the experiences in fifth-grade geography are appropriately related to ...
fifth-grade history they may reinforce each other, provide for larger significance and
greater unity of view, and thus be a more effective educational program (1949, p.84)."
Tyler accepts as true that the organization of educational experiences should be
such that they help the student increasingly to get a unified view and to unify behavior in
relation to dealing with new experiences (1949, p.85). Tyler believes integration is key
element in the "basic guiding criteria" of developing the organization of learning
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experiences, or curriculum (1949, p.86). Tyler explains, "elements can be considered by
teachers in other fields as possible threads for weaving a more closely integrated, total
school experience (1949, p.88).
Integrated curriculum, explained by Gareau and Kennedy (as cited in Yorks and
Folio, 1993), is:.
Curriculum viewed as a whole, not as a series of separate subjects. Connections
are made within the different learning areas. Integrating the curriculum by using
thematic inshuction naturally connects to the [student's] learning and
development because children learn in an integrated fashion. (p. 8)
McComas and Wang (1998, p. 340) have a similar opinion as Yorks and Folio (1993)
stating, "In the natural world, the common disciplines are not isolated from each other or
from other intellectual fields, as they are in school." Yorks and Folio claim that with
limited time during the school day, teachers must attempt to maximize the time that is
available. One idea is to employ a model of teaching that would encourage students to
spend a higher percentage of their time actively engaged in learning. Yorks and Folio
believe that an integrated approach to teaching curriculum is one of these ideas.
"When students learn a different subject every forty minutes," postulated by Oster
(1983, p. 24), "they are rarely given a chance to see the connections amongst subject
areas, connections which make learning more meaningful." When studying literature,
exploring the power of words can make history come alive, express feelings of a time
period, and effect change. As an educator, Oster feels that interdisciplinary curriculum is
a valuable tool for teachers as well as for students. Subject areas can complement and
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emich one another, and when students see the relationships amongst the disciplines, they
become excited about learning (Oster, 1983).
The purpose of teaching curriculum with an integrated approach, as maintained by
Lonning, Defranco, and Weinland (1998), is to provide an opportunity for students to
understand concepts in a larger context. Activities, which lend themselves to balanced
integration, are particularly rich and powerful in that they have great potential for helping
students understand the interrelationships between disciplines. This integration allows the
grounds to meet goals of several disciplines with one approach or theme. As stated by
Lawton (1994, p. 28), "Skills emphasized in integrated programs are both academic and
affective." Students are required to think, to see relationships, to analyze content, and
apply the knowledge across curriculum. This emphasis shifts from the simple recall of
material, to learning how to learn (Lawton, 1994, p. 28).
According to Marder (1975), interdisciplinary, or integrated, approaches to
teaching fit within the initial ideas of teaching's traditional claim: humanizing through
language, literature, and compositions, in order to sensitize the minds and emotions to an
understanding encouraging a critical awareness, and fostering an ability to express one's
self and communicate with others. Content areas that combine to produce information
and learning open vast areas for exploration and synthesis, and guide the students to
penetrate each content area, rather then be stopped short in the artificial boundaries that
separate and mask the disciplines in most curricula.
In a program described by Wood (1998), literature can be made relevant and vital
for students through art, history, and mythology, and vice versa. As corroborated by
Caine and Caine ( as cited in Wood, 1998), language arts, music, drama, art, science,
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history, geography, and sometimes math are interwoven with various themes and ideas
that are presented through out the course of a school year. A many-faceted approach to
learning provides an incredibly rich and broad-based experience for the students.
Moreover, the use of such an integrated curriculum fits the student's natural tendency to
seek commonpatterns and connections in the various subject areas. Wood considers that
immersion, or integrated, experiences take information off the page and blackboard and
bring it to life in the minds of the students.
Several years ago, high school teacher Ryan began using 35mm art slides to
integrate the teaching of literature and paintings. Ryan found that student understanding
of both art forms, but especially literature, improved dramatically. Ryan shares this
experience by relating how the learned art concepts and literature from the Romantic
period propelled one another. Ryan underscored how the unbridled power of the
imagination from a Romantic poet, like William Blake, was reflected in the asymmetrical
structure of paintings. Ryan believes integrated approaches to teaching literature to be a
considerable success and an indispensable method for teaching (Ryan, 1992, p. 47).
That the role of the arts in a literacy program should extend beyond the
traditional art class is Suranna's opinion (1999). Similar to literature itself, art is a means
by which everything that encompasses the human condition can be expressed, shared, and
understood (Nobel, as cited by Suranna, 1999). Suranna reasons that by giving students
the opportunity to express themselves through the arts, teachers afford their students a
rich learning situation not usually found in academics alone. He believes it is clear that
art forms can be integrated and interchanged to meet other content areas in order to
provide a holistic approach to teaching.
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In an evaluation of the Minnesota Center for Arts Education (as cited in Schubert
and Melnick, 1997, p. 8), integrated education addresses various learning styles of
students, such as visual and kinesthetic. Hands-on, participatory, and interactive methods
of teaching and learning are favored in integrated approaches. Teaching this way can find
a way to involve all different types of people in the classroom.
As indicated by Brandt (1991), teachers and students are frustrated with
fragmented schedules where bits and pieces of information are provided and few
connections are made between subjects. In Brandt, Jacobs, an interviewed educator,
contends that with the growing amount of knowledge necessary to be successful,
choosing an integrated approach can help alleviate problems and give students a better
understanding of an interrelated world. Because of integrated curriculum, students are
beginning to see the connection between subjects, realizing what they learn in one area is
important to other areas. Students do not forget what they have learned, as in the past, but
retain the information through out the year (Schubert and Melnick, 1997).
A similar experience with integrated curriculum is noted by Fennessey (1995), a
middle school history teacher. She insists that using drama and literature as an approach
to teaching history allows children to find success. She believes drama evokes an
aesthetic response to reading literature and understanding history. The integrated
experience of literature, drama, music, and dance made history more human, connected,
thereby more meaningful to her students.
Like Fennessey, Coate and White (1996) view integrated approaches as a great
value for letting literature help their social studies teaching and learning. They also enjoy
the benefits of guiding their students to better speaking skills while the students work on
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their expository writing abilities. Coate and White feel that they allow history to come
alive for their students as they read historical fiction connected to chosen historical
periods. Reading and hearing stories about people of the time helps students relate to how
the events of the time affected peoples lives.
Ayers and Gibbs (1997) agree that history and literature both document the
human experience. Novels can deepen a student's understanding of the social
conventions, issues, and conflicts of a historical period that affected real lives. By guiding
students to ask historical-cultural questions of a literary text, the interdisciplinary
approaches enable students to gain an immediacy of a historical period by engaging it
through informed reading. Furthermore, discussions about historical events and issues
help students contextualize literature
Darvin (2000), states integrated English and language arts curricula can be
designed to include a series of writing projects tailored to fit a variety of content courses.
In 1997, Darvin was hired to write an integrated language arts curriculum designed to
include writing projects for vocational courses, for example plumbing, auto mechanics,
and dental assistance. The basic premise behind this curriculum was the belief that, if
students are given the opportunity to write about things that truly interest them, their
trade areas, then writing instruction will be completely contextual, therefore, meaningful
and effective (Darvin, 2000, p.59).
Darvin found that students, who had claimed to hate English in their regular nonvocational classrooms, were completely engaged by the integrated approach. Several of
the pieces of the student writing from the integrated program impressed her with their
mature content and focus upon real-world issues and experiences (Darvin, 2000, p. 63). It
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is Darvin' s hope that her success will encourage more English teachers to begin to
attempt collaborative writing projects with teachers of other content areas that are more
hands on subjects like art, music, and woodworking.

Research on Integrated Curriculum
In August 1992, Wishner (1996) used twenty teachers, nine administrators, and
over two-hundred students, to conduct a study to calculate how integrated classes would
affect overall achievement at the college level. The study lasted over four years. The
initial goal of the project was to create learning communities with the intention of
integrating English reading and writing skills with that of other core content areas. The
learning communities were born in response to teacher frustration that the reading and
writing skills learned in English classes did not transfer over to student work in other
areas of instruction. On the whole, the twenty faculty members taught seven separate
learning communities and published the results of the integrated curriculum.
The project coordinator, Wishner, and colleagues pre-tested incoming student to
evaluate and score reading, writing, and analytical skills. Additionally, the project called
for a preliminary and final questionnaire of student expectations and experiences in the
educational atmosphere, with the final survey focusing more on experiences in the
learning community. Initial reading scores illustrated that after completion of the
integrated courses, test scores of the integrated learning community students aggregated
from all sections showed an increase of0.7 from the beginning to the end of the semester.
This scoring is in contrast to a decrease of 3.5 points for students taking the same classes,
but not in the integrated learning community (Wishner, 1996, p. 4).
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Beginning and end-of-semester essay test scores showed an overall gain of 3 .2
points for learning community students and 1.4 points for non-learning community
students taking the same classes. The learning community students showed statistically
significant gains in four of the five areas of writing that were assessed: content, analysis,
organization, and mechanics. The non-learning community students showed no statistical
gains in any of the areas evaluated (Wishner, 1996. p.5). Non-learning community
students began the semester with a mean score of 15 .1 out of 40 possible points, and
remained in a "low" score category at the end of the term with a 16.5 mean score. The
mean score of the learning community students rose from a low category score of 17.5, at
the beginning of the term, to a 20.7 out of 40 points good category at the end of the term.
Wishner believes that these scores confirm the rationale for undertaking the
project; students often were not carrying what they learned in English outside the English
classroom (Wishner, 1996, p.5). Questionnaire results showed that students in the
learning community classes participated more often with teachers and other students then
the non-learning community students. Furthermore, learning school community students
voluntarily worked with classmates on school work outside of class much more often
than non-learning community students. Ironically, written comments from non-learning
community students frequently expressed a desire for the opportunity to be more active in
classes (Wishner, 1996, p.5). All in all, with the statistical information, along with the
qualitative information, Wishner, her colleagues, and students believe the project is a
success.
At the annual meeting of the Eastern Educational Research Association, Schube1t
and Melnick (1997) presented their findings after coordinating a project to investigate the
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effects on individual students of visual, performing, and musical mis integrated within
their Civics, English, History, and Geography curriculums. As in Wishner's project, the
coordinators felt that little, if any, connections were being made between what the
students were learning in their arts classes and regular core curriculum classes. The
project was a multiple site study of students in eleven rural, suburban, and urban
elementary, middle, and high school.
The reseai·chers of the project found that by integrating core disciplines together
to create holistic curriculum, and presenting this option to students, students who took
this integrated course improved writing and analytical skills more so than in nonintegrated learning courses. As described by Aschbacher (as cited in Schubert and
Melnick, 1997), at teacher on the research tea.in, results of the integrated mis activities
had a powerful effect on the language skills because they increased the students'
awareness of detail. This carried over to student's oral and written work where students
used more accurate and elaborate vocabulary (p.9).
One area that teachers and administrators validated repeatedly to Schubert and
Melnick was the noticement of an increase in students' self-concept and positive attitude
towards school with integrated pro grains (p. l 0). Also, the study showed that absenteeism
was reduced by 34% over the period of one semester, and overall engagement and
excitement about learned material increased significantly. The coordinators suggest that
the integration of the arts in the regular curriculum has positive effects (3). According to
one group of sixth graders, "being able to see how one area touches another makes it
easier to learn, and fun" (p.12).
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While few researchers have controlled results of teaching specific integrated
thematic units through language arts, Ritter (1999) claims that some researchers have
explored the general approach of such curriculum integration. A study by Yorks and
Folio (1993) suggests that students learn better from thematic units, and interdisciplinary
instruction, than from traditional, single-subject curriculum. The goals of the Yorks and
Folio study was to investigate the engagement rates of students learning social studies,
reading, and math in an integrated environment and to compare the findings to
engagement rates in a non-integrated environment.
A notable finding of this study is that the engagement rates did increase for the
students in the classroom when integrated instruction was employed. Engagement rates
measured and calculated using an observation form, were 85.7%, 78.6%, and 80% for
traditional teaching methods. Juxtaposed to the traditional style, engagement rates for the
integrated unit lessons were 95.7%, 95.7%, and 93.2%. From this comparison, it appears
that the students were more actively engaged during the integrated lessons than the
traditional ones. (Yorks and Folio, 1993, p. 33)
Furthe1more, student self perception indicated that during traditional lessons
students perceived themselves as on task at rates of 82.5%, 89.5%, and 83.6%; however,
during integrated unit lessons, students perceived themselves as on task 92.5%, 91.9%,
and 96.1 % of the time (Yorks and Folio, 1993, p.34-35). The assessment by the students
was correlated by the assessment of Yorks and Folio. Yorks and Folio reflectively
observed that the students were enthusiastic and actively involved during the integrated
lessons, and sensed a sincere interest and motivation during these lessons.
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In study of 15,000 eighth-grade students, Lounsbury (as cited by Lawton, 1994)
found students from schools with an integrated approach scoring higher on standardized
tests than those students from schools with single-subject separation. Lounsbury tested
forty-eight middle schools that use regular curriculum, and forty-eight middle schools
that utilized interdisciplinary cuuiculum. Students. in the interdisciplinary courses
outscored their peers in single-discipline subjects by fifty-eight points. The score gaps
were evident across all subjects. Additionally, in their study of 130 exemplary middle
schools, George and Oldaker (as cited by Lawton, 1994) noted that interdisciplinary
cuuiculum is a central feature in 90% of the school in the study. Lawton (1994) claims
that integrated approaches clearly are effective.
Perspectives on William Blake
The lives of special people in history can motivate students to explore the past in
a unique and exciting way, and in discovering the historical person, they come to know
more about themselves (Fennessey, 1995).
As maintained by Trawick (1990), most readers like Blake's Songs ofInnocence
and Experience (1789, 1794/1970). The poems seem so simple that even poetry-shy
students approach them without being intimidated. They provide teachers with good
examples of symbolism, irony, point of view, versification, and other poetic resources,
and scholars and critics find in them enough complexity for endless exegesis. The
dichotomy between innocence and experience, in life as well as the poems, is not as
simple as students assume. There are degrees between each condition. Additionally,
"Blake's ideas and materials are solidly the products of his times," Trawick states, "Blake
was an enthusiastic supporter of the American and French Revolutions, the anti-slavery
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movement, and women's rights (1990, p. 328)." According to Gardener (1968, p.18),
Blake's poetry attacks the social and spiritual evils that laid waste to London in the IS'h
century. In order to best understand the writings and art of Blake, one must equally
understand the times he lived through.
Joyce (1974) considers that one must see through the physical objects to see more
compelling, essential meanings when reading Blake. Blake is best when the goal is one of
student discovery. Beginning with the easily read material, which becomes more and
more complex through astute, leading questions, an instructor can facilitate a Socratic
method enabling the students to find their own meaning and connection to life. Student
examination of Blake's Songs ofInnocence and Experience, at a literal level, can reveal
several interpretations. But, as questions arise, the poems can support many
interpretations representing contrary ideas. Additionally, the idea of contraries is essential
in the Blakean understanding of his historical time period. Blake felt that the world was
changing due to the Revolutions. Class systems were moving from a sense of ignorance,
or innocence, to that of experience, in wanting an equitable existence with the upperclass.
Viscomi (as cited in Gleckner and Greenberg, Eds, 1989, p.73) reasons that, to
begin to understand the orchestration of the relation between text and illustration, is to
see the poems opposed to merely looking at then. To accomplish this understanding, the
students must study how Blake created his illuminations. Mitchell (as cited in Gleckner
and Greenberg, Eds, 1989, p.47) states, "Blake's Songs always provide, for me, some of
the most exciting classroom experiences of the teaching year." Mitchell believes, to teach
Blake's poems a teacher must take his or her students beyond the "binary opposition of
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word and image, and return to ... the historicizing of the text in context to the French
Revolution" (as cited in Gleckner and Greenberg, Eds, 1989, p.44). To do so one must
study history as well.
Tayler (as cited in Gleckner and Greenberg, Eds, 1989, p. 81), a teacher at MIT,
states, "I have found that [BlakeJ holds a special fascination for students. of science and
technology." Tayler argues that the symmetries of Blake's art and ideas parallel the
student's beliefs that visual and logical symmetry are akin (p. 82).

Teaching ofMoral Values and Humanity
Secondary teacher Blake (1992) states that through poetry people learn the guides
to personal and collective behavior. Blake justifies this statement by sharing his view of
poetry as a holistic opportunity to study ones culture: In a trnly amazing way, virtually all
humans, though they may not be capable of abstract reasoning - such as higher
mathematical thought - can learn through poetry. They can learn about themselves and
about others and can learn enough about their culture to enter it.
Martin (as cited in Blake, 1992) validates Blake's perspective on the power of
poetry, also its human connecting abilities. She trusts that teaching people to write poems
requires, first of all, that for a limited period of time they will be forced to open their eyes
and ears, to take off the blinders and let images pour in. Martin suspects that the removal
of personal blinders is a necessary step toward taking life seriously and even a good way
to start taking responsibility for one's self and for the world one will begin to see.
As indicated by Bartel (1983), sustaining the idea of Blake and Martin, language
does more than provide us with labels; it also serves as the spark that keeps re-igniting
our curiosity and expanding our humanity. Supporting fellow teachers assumptions,
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Ravitch (as cited in Wood, 1998) says, integrated curriculum, including poetry, awakens
students to the universality of the human experience as well as to the particulates that
distinguish cultures and societies from one another; it encourages the development of
intelligence, civility, and a sense of perspective. It endows its students with a broad
. knowledge of other times, other cultures, and other places. She believes it leaves students
with cultural resources on which they may draw for the rest of their lives.
Suranna ( 1999) mentions that true pedagogy is about delving into and expressing
our true natures, and obeying our hearts. Virtually all cultures can lay claim to some form
of poetry, and poetry can be an excellent educational tool in fostering language
development in students, but more importantly, to teach students to be empathic and
accepting to other cultures and people.
Summary

In order to adhere to the State standards mandated towards education, educators
are focusing attention towards developing integrated curriculum. Studies have shown that
schools utilizing integrated curriculum have seen an increase in student retention,
engagement, and skill level. This project is focused around the poems found in Blake's
collection Songs ofInnocence and Experience. Educators believe that the optimum
method of teaching Blake's writings is by studying the history and culture that influenced
his writing. Equally, since Blake's writing has the opportunity to teach morality and
compassion, the true nature of his writings should be expressed as well.

Chapter Three
Procedures of the Project

Introduction
This project was designed in order to help facilitate the implementation of an
int1,grnt<:;d tl1e111atic unit into contemporary high school or college curriculum. The
lessons and activities included in chapter four are examples of how learning English,
History, the Arts, and Humanities can be integrated to provide a holistic learning
experience aimed at improving retention and academic achievement. Each lesson or
activity was created or developed by compiling information from across multiple
disciplines in order present a wide-ranged possibility for meeting standards congruent to
theEALR's.

Development
Much of the information leading to the creation of this project was acquired from
attending several English courses at Central Washington University. I could tell, after one
experience with reading the poetry of William Blake, that his writings could have great
potential in a secondary classroom. Initially, I found myself analyzing the historical
references in Blake's writing in order to best understand the meaning of his poetry.
Equally, after numerous educational presentations of Blake's The Chimney Sweep, pait of
his collection from Songs ofInnocence and Experience, poems I also found myself
spending more time teaching the historical ramifications of the poems rather then leaning
toward the poetical significance of his work. This habit is what eventually led me to
research the practices of integrated curriculum.
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Along with my regular English studies at CWU, I attended coursework in the field
of education as well. It was in the education courses that I learned more about the topic of
integrated curriculum. Through this education coursework, I developed an understanding
of the foundational aspects of integrated curriculum, including some of the early
education reformists', Dewey and Tyler, instructional theories that have greatly
influenced the concept of integrated curriculum. With the gained knowledge from the
coursework I attended, and my passion for teaching William Blake in an integrated
fashion, I chose to research and develop a curriculum unit I could use in my classroom
utilizing the theories and methods of integrated curriculum.

Methods
The resources used for and in this project were found by using various methods of
research including CWU Library database, ERIC, ProQuest, previous coursework
material, and collecting lesson plans and journals dealing with William Blake via search
engines on the Internet. Additional resources for the unit and literature review were
collected from the EALRs and WACs of Washington State, which are available online.

Overview ofProject
The William Blake: Innocence and Experience, Revolution to Reason unit is a
curriculum project designed to employ integrated curriculum in a contemporary
classroom. The project is intended for a high school classroom, specifically an English
one, but can be altered to meet needs in a history-centered classroom. Initially, the unit
was designed for a sophomore or junior English course. However, the project can be
changed to fit the needs of the students in other grade levels, in addition to college
courses.
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This integrated unit has been design to help the teacher instruct the students in the
areas of basic poetry conventions to more difficult aspects of writing. Additionally, the
project was created to transition from broad aspects of history to the more significant. I
suggest that any teacher who wishes to utilize this unit to do so early in the year, since
this unit has great potential to teach basic skills, and is designed to gradually increase the
writing and analytical demands.

Chapter Four
Project

Introduction
This project was designed in order to help facilitate the implementation of an
integrated thematic unit into contemporary high school curriculum. The lessons and
activities included in chapter four are examples of how teaching English, history, the arts,
and humanities can be integrated to provide a holistic learning experience aimed at
improving retention and academic achievement. Each lesson or activity was created or
developed by compiling information from across multiple disciplines in order present a
wide-ranged possibility for meeting standards congruent to the EALRs.
Integrated curriculum is gaining more attention in the new millennium as a
medium in which to best introduce an abundance of information and the
interconnectedness of the learning experience. Juxtaposed to the habitual beliefs of
segregated content courses in the traditional curricula, integrated curriculum provides an
educational atmosphere tailored to the cognitive needs of students, as Dewey (1902/1990)
explained, in hoping for an optimum learning experience for progressive teaching. Even
the Washington State Legislature is beginning to create legislature for instituting
integrated curriculum as a core component to modern educational reforms, as noted in
WAC 180-51-003 (Washington State Legislature, 2003).
I have created this project is an attempt to offer an example of how integrated
curriculum can be put into practice for the every day classroom, in my case, the English
classroom. My unit on William Blake is set up to be compatible for any high school
English grade level. Included in each lesson are the accurate EALRs that can be
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connected to the learning objectives of the lesson. In addition, the project's resource
section includes some helpful websites for any future needs of any educator wanting
more information on William Blake.
This integrated curriculum unit, is a theme based unit focusing on the literature of
William Blake to teach core standard objectives in English, Reading, Communication,
History, and the Arts as outlined in the EALRs and WACs. It is the hope of this author,
that any teacher attempting to teach this unit be familiar with his or her content when
concerning William Blake and the Classical and Romantic periods. In order to best
achieve results in any integrated curriculum, a teacher should know the core content of
the information to be taught. Furthermore, a weekly amount of time has been allotted in
the planning of this project for Silent Sustained Reading or the addition of any material
the teacher deems pertinent.

William Blake:
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Revolution to Reason

An Integrated Thematic Unit
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Introduction to Project
The William Blake: Innocence and Experience, Revolution to Reason thematic
unit was created from a combination of course work material from Central Washington
University English Department classes, and related literature dealing with integrated
curriculum, William Blake, and education reform ideas. This unit is primarily designed
for high school curriculum spanning tenth to twelfth grade English courses. The EALR's
that each lesson targets are listed at the end of the specific lesson. Additionally, a
suggested grade weight level for assignments is provided.
To any teacher expecting to use this unit in his or her classroom, I suggest that
you allow your students nine to ten weeks to complete the exercises. The unit consists of
seven and a half weeks of material to permit the teacher to spend more time on poems or
topics not listed in the unit as he or she sees fit. Also, this unit is designed to work along
with modem literacy programs. For this unit to work correctly, fifty minutes a week have
been set aside to allow for Silent Sustained Reading in the classroom. I suggest using this
time to allow students to read content specific material that can be addressed in future
lessons dealing with the Revolutionary or Romantic era.
The instructions are separated into a sequence of lessons, and directions are given
to help focus the implementation of each lesson. Every lesson contains a list of materials
needed, and recommends a comfortable amount of time to finish each activity. In
addition, the unit is flexible enough to interchange within the middle lessons, or include
other lessons as the instructor see necessary. I sincerely hope you have fun with this.
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Introduction to the
Revolutions and Romantics
Topic: Introducing the concepts of the unit
Concept: 1. This is an anticipatory lesson to the scope and sequence of the unit. 2. To
introduce the American and French Revolutions and how these events have shaped
history. 3. Introduction to the chronological events of this time period. 4. Introduction to
some of the influential persons of this time period.

Skill: Student will be given the opportunity to: Develop knowledge of the political,
literary, and artistic events of the Romantic Era.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the student will be able to: summarize the
events that led to political change through out the World during the Romantic Era, and
list some of the influential persons during the Romantic Era and their contributions to the
period.
Rationale: The purpose is this lesson is to help the students create anticipatory
connections to the time period that we will be studying for the next 8 to 10 weeks. How
can a teacher expect his or her students to completely learn literary material without
giving a background to its creation? The focus of this lesson is to introduce the ideas that
the class will be covering, but more importantly to connect the people and events of this
historic era. To properly create an integrated unit utilizing a literary figure as the catalyst
for discussing, the teacher should begin with a historical summarization of the world in
which the author(s) lived. Allowing the student to see how the time period was
interconnected by events from one country to another, and how people shaped the
political and philosophical views of the time period, gives students the opportunity to
become connected to the period itself. The Romantic Era was an influential period where
the arts, politics, and literature fed off one another in search for a reason of being, and a
hope for an equitable existence amongst the classes. Concepts in art provoked literature,
which provoked thought, which affected the political schemes of the time. Students
should be given the chance to see how these connections were made to better understand
the literature and history alike.
Materials:

I.
IL
III.
IV.
V.

VI.
VIL
VIII.

The Romantic Period handout
Chronological time-line of political events handout
CD player, television, VCR, and Internet connected overhead if available
Sample music from composers listed on handout
Sample artwork from artists listed on handout
Famous excerpts from authors listed on handout
America's Declaration ofIndependence (Available Online)
France's Declaration of the Rights ofMan and Citizen handout

PS
Lesson Activity:
Day one
I.

II.

Day Two
III.

IV.

The Anticipatory Introduction
A. Ask students if they know anything about the Romantic period of
literature, aii, or music.
B. Hand out the chronological timeline of political events handout, and
allow students time to reflect on the relationships in the timeline.
C. Distribute The Romantic Period handout to student to study.
D. Discuss and connect the people and events on the tifnelihe.
Time to Sample the Romantic life
A. Teacher displays sample artwork for students to see.
B. Teacher plays sample music for students to listen to.
C. Teacher displays and reads sample excerpts from authors
D. Allow students to experience this opportunity, and equally, allow time
for students to discuss the period and its art, literature, and music.

The Revolution Begins
A. Brainstorm on white board what students know about the American
Revolution.
B. Brainstorm on the white board what students know about the French
Revolution.
C. Have students re-look at their political and Romantic time lines.
D. Summarize some of the main points leading to the American and
French Revolutions
Connect the American and French revolutions
A. Share with the class America's Declaration ofIndependence
B. Share with the class France's Declaration of the Rights a/Man and
Citizen.
C. Have students compare and contrast the two articles.
D. Explain the ideology behind the declarations
E. Discus the tension and mood of the classes during this time.
F. Discus what was the goals of these declarations and how did it affect
the people of the time.

Grading: This lesson is primarily set up as an introduction to the unit. No points needed
for assessment.
EALRs:
1. Reading 2.2 through 2.3, benchmark 3
2. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
3. History 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
4. History 2.1 through 2.3, benchmark 3
5. History 3.2 through 3.3, benchmark 3
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Chronological Timeline
Of Historic Events 1757-1830

http ://historytimeline.sageadams.com/index9.htm

by Sage Adams

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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The Romantic Period
Music of the Times
The Classical Period: 1750-1820

•

1714-1788: Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach

•

1732-1809: Franz Joseph Haydn

•

1752-1832: Muzio Clementi

•

1756-1791: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

The Early Romantic Period: 1790-1820
• 1770-1827: Ludwig von Beethoven
• 1786-1826: Carl Maria von Weber
• 1791-1864: Giacomo Meyerbeer
• 1792-1868: Rossini
• 1797-1847: Gaetano Donizetti
• 1801-1835: Vincenzo Bellini

Artists of the Times
The Romantic Period: 1790-1850
• 1748-1825: Jacques Louis David
• 1776-183 7: John Constable
• 1775-1851: Joseph Mallord William Turner
• 1774-1840: Caspar David Friedrich
• 1746-1828: Francisco Goya
• 1798-1863: Eugene Delacroix

Writers of the Times
The Romantic Period: 1780- 1830
• 1757-1827: William Blake
• 1759-1797: Mary Wollstonecraft
• 1770-1850: William Wordsworth
• 1771-1832: Sir Walter Scott
• 1772-1834: Samuel Taylor Coleridge
• 1788-1824: Lord Byron
• 1792-1822: Percy Bysshe Shelley
• 1795-1821: John Keats
• 1797-1851: Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin (Mary Shelly)
• 1803-1882: Ralph Waldo Emerson
• 1806-1861: Elizabeth Barrett Browning
• 1809-1849: Edgar Allan Poe
• 1809-1892: Alfred Lord Tennyson.
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Declaration of the Rights
of Man and Citizen
Approved by the National Assembly of France, August 26, 1789
The re]Jresentatives of the French peo]Jle, organized as a National Assembly, believing
that the ignorance, neglect, or contempt of the rights of man are the sole cause of public
calamities and of the corruption of governments, have determined to set forth in a solemn
declaration the natural, unalienable, and sacred rights of man, in order that this
declaration, being constantly before all the members of the Social body, shall remind
them continually of their rights and duties; in order that the acts of the legislative power,
as well as those of the executive power, may be compared at any moment with the
objects and purposes of all political institutions and may thus be more respected, and,
lastly, in order that the grievances of the citizens, based hereafter upon simple and
incontestable principles, shall tend to the maintenance of the constitution and redound to
the happiness of all. Therefore the National Assembly recognizes and proclaims, in the
presence and under the auspices of the Supreme Being, the following rights of man and
of the citizen:
Articles:
1. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social distinctions may be founded
only upon the general good.
2. The aim of all political association is the preservation of the natural and
imprescriptible rights of man. These rights are liberty, property, security, and resistance
to oppression.
3. The principle of all sovereignty resides essentially in the nation. No body nor
individual may exercise any authority which does not proceed directly from the nation.
4. Liberty consists in the freedom to do everything which injures no one else; hence the
exercise of the natural rights of each man has no limits except those which assure to the
other members of the society the enjoyment of the same rights. These limits can only be
determined by law.
5. Law can only prohibit such actions as are hurtful to society. Nothing may be
prevented which is not forbidden by law, and no one may be forced to do anything not
provided for by law.
6. Law is the expression of the general will. Every citizen has a right to participate
personally, or through his representative, in its foundation. It must be the same for all,
whether it protects or punishes. All citizens, being equal in the eyes of the law, are
equally eligible to all dignities and to all public positions and occupations, according to
their abilities, and without distinction except that of their virtues and talents.
7. No person shall be accused, arrested, or imprisoned except in the cases and according
to the forms prescribed by law. Any one soliciting, transmitting, executing, or causing to
be executed, any arbitrary order, shall be punished. But any citizen summoned or arrested
in virtue of the law shall submit without delay, as resistance constitutes an offense.
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8. The law shall provide for such punishments only as are strictly and obviously
necessary, and no one shall suffer punishment except it be legally inflicted in virtue of a
law passed and promulgated before tl1e commission of tlie offense.
9. As all persons are held innocent until they shall have been declared guilty, if arrest
shall be deemed indispensable, all harshness not essential to the securing of the prisoner's
person shall be severely repressed by law.
10. No one shall be disquieted on account of his opinions, including his religious views,
provided their manifestation does not disturb the public order established by law.
11. The free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of the
rights of man. Every citizen may, accordingly, speak, write, and print with freedom, but
shall be responsible for such abuses of this freedom as shall be defined by law.
12. The security of the rights of man and of the citizen requires public military forces.
These forces are, therefore, established for the good of all and not for the personal
advantage of those to whom they shall be intrusted.
13. A common contribution is essential for the maintenance of the public forces and for
the cost of administration. This should be equitably distributed among all the citizens in
proportion to their means.
14. All the citizens have a right to decide, either personally or by their representatives, as
to the necessity of the public contribution; to grant this freely; to know to what uses it is
put; and to fix tlie proportion, tlie mode of assessment and of collection and the duration
of the taxes.
15. Society has tlie right to require of every public agent an account of his
administration.
16. A society in which the observance of the law is not assured, nor the separation of
powers defined, has no constitution at all.
17. Since property is an inviolable and sacred right, no one shall be deprived thereof
except where public necessity, legally determined, shall clearly demand it, and then only
on condition that the owner shall have been previously and equitably indemnified.

Available at Human and Constitutional Right Documents
http://www.hrcr.org/docs/frenchdec.html
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The Blake Mandala
Topic: Redefining Good and Evil
Concept: 1. This is an anticipatory lesson to reading Blake's Songs ofInnocence and
Experience. 2. To help students visualize their personal concepts of good and evil and
how this concept correlates to William Blake's beliefs as portrayed in his poems The
Lamb and The Tyger.
Skill: Student will be given the oppmtunity to: Develop critical analysis skills, develop
interpersonal skills, and visual & kinesthetic opportunities.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the student will be able to: define personal
concept of good and evil, compare or contrast to William Blake's concept, and explicate
the poems The Lamb and The Tyger.
Rationale: The purpose is this lesson is to help the students create anticipatory
connections before reading Blake's Songs ofInnocence and Experience. Blake's poems
make several comments on the human concept of good and evil. This lesson will
challenge the student's concept of good and evil by letting them first develop their own
definition for each, then visualize some physical characteristics of good and evil, and
finally comparing their concept to William Blake's. In doing so, the students set them
selves up to have to defend their decisions on why they chose certain items to fit their
concepts and what defines good and evil. By doing this Mandala technique, I allow my
students to make pre-connections to the reading material before reading it. I have chosen
the Mandala technique to let students visualize their notions before adding analytical
information from the text. By doing so I reduce lecture time and enhance individual
participation in the material.
Materials:
I.
Durable white drawing paper
II.
Color pencils
III.
Copies of Blake's The Lamb and The Tyger
IV.
The Lamb & The Tyger power point presentation
Lesson Activity:
Day One

I.

Drawing Good and Evil
A. Hand out drawing paper and color pencils to each student.
B. Have students draw a line to divide the paper into two equal sides.
C. Tell the students to define good on one side of the paper, then define evil
on the other side of the paper.
D. Have students turn paper over.
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II.

III.

E. Ask the students to draw what they think represents good for the following
terms, places, and miscellanies. Remember to give the students enough
time to draw the items or objects!!
1. Food
2. Animal
3. Kitchen appliance 4. Family
5. Hospital
6. School
7. Life
8. Color
F. Now have the students draw something that represents evil from each of
the previous listed terms.
Group Analysis
A. Separate the class into four groups.
B. Have students share in their groups why each student drew the items he or
she chose to represent good and evil in their Mandalas.
C. Have them discus "What is Evil," and "What is Good." What are the
origins of these terms? Also, give them an opportunity to look in the
dictionary for an authentic definition of the terms.
Give the groups copies of Blake's Tlze Lamb and Tlze Tyger.
A. Give two groups a copy of The Lamb, and the other two groups a copy of
The Tyger.
B. After reading, Ask if poems seem to represent good or evil?
C. What or who has made the creatures?
D. Ask each group to hypothesize what the author's message is in the poem.
E. How does the illumination affect the interpretation?
F. Have The lamb groups combine with a Tyger group.
G. Ask them to compare poems, and deduce if the animals are really good or
evil.

Day Two
Bring class back together into one group for instruction.
IV.
A. Begin teacher led discussion explicating Blake's The Lamb and The Tyger.
Use The Lamb & The Tyger Power Point presentation.
B. Using information learned about Blake, ask who Blake thought had made
the lamb and the tiger?
C. Under the same premise, who does Blake think made good and evil?
D. Introduce Blake's Songs ofInnocence and Experience.
Grading: This lesson is primarily participation based. Grade should be given for
completed Mandala and participation in discussion.
EALRs:
1. Writing- 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
2. Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
4. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
5. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
6. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
7. Arts 2.2, benchmark 3
8. Arts 3.2 through 3.3, benchmark 3
9. Communication 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3
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Playing with Imagery
Topic: Using Blake to Teach Imagery
Concept: 1. This lesson is designed as either an introduction to imagery, or increasing
student knowledge on imagery in poetry. 2. Teaching how Blake uses imagery to express
tone and meaning. 3. Designed to build on connecting the French and American
Revolutions. 4. This lesson is structured so to parallel the Blake's Trees lesson plan.
Skill: Student will be given the opportunity to: develop an understanding to the poetical
concept of imagery, increase prior knowledge on the concept of imagery, develop a
visual concept of Blake's The Poison Tree, demonstrate how imagery affects poetical
interpretation, and develop interpersonal skills.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the SWBAT: demonstrate knowledge of the
poetical concept of imagery, share a visual interpretation of The Poison Tree by Blake,
and be able to explain his or her interpretation, and present on the contextual meaning
behind Blake's The Poison Tree including its validity in the critiquing the French and
American Revolutions.
Rationale: I believe the purpose behind this lesson goes well beyond teaching imagery.
Imagery played such an important role in understanding Blake's poetry, but more
importantly is to tty and get the students to understand why Blake used what images he
did. The focus of this lesson is to open up broader discussions of Blake's intentions. Sub
textually, this lesson is about imagery, but this lesson holds the hopes ofleading to
teaching the students about the deeper constructions in Blake's poetry. Equally, this
lesson is to get the students visualizing the poems. I plan to teach this lesson before
letting the students see the illuminations for Songs ofExperience. The purpose is to get
the students to make their own pictures, and then I will let them compare their
interpretations with Blake's. I expect their interpretations to be darker in some ways than
Blake's illuminations because sometimes Blake's poetry contains a darker tone than the
illuminations permit. But, I think the dark tone is presented well in Blake's illuminations.
The interesting part will be getting the students to see why, and how I have come to this
conclusion. Of course, I will let them develop their own conclusions in the end.
Additionally, this lesson is part of a group oflessons aimed roughly around the same
concept, nature, to teach poetical conventions. I am using nature because it is an eminent
theme in Blake's poetry and presents an easy way to correlate the conventions of poetry.
Finally, I believe the poem The Poison Tree has tremendous positive moral value in a
learning environment. I would hope by the end of this lesson, but more feasible, this unit,
that students would develop an idea of not holding in or masking one's regrets, desires,
and ill-intentions and letting them consume them. Equally, The Poison Tree acts as a
warning for fratricide, which was a prevailing problem, according to Blake, in the
Revolutions.
Materials:

I.

Overhead copy of the poem The Poison Tree by William Blake.
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II.
III.
IV.

Durable drawing paper.
Various drawing instruments: colored pencils, paints ect. ..
Dictionaries

Lesson Activity:
Day One

I.

Day Two
III.

IV.

Explaining Imagery.
A. Hand out dictionaries to students.
1. lfthere are not enough dictionaries for each student,
have students work in groups.
B. Ask students to look up the term Imagery and read the definition.
C. Have students explain their understanding of the definition to each
other in a short class discussion.
D. Teacher fills in gaps of understanding.
Looking at The Poison Tree.
A. Put a copy of The Poison Tree on the overhead projector.
B. Hand out pieces of drawing paper.
C. Tell students you want them to draw an interpretation of this poem.
1. Instruct them to use the imagery from the poem to
construct a visual interpretation.
2. Please write a one paragraph interpretation of the poem,
on a separate piece of paper, to be included with the
drawing.
D. Give students ample time to complete this task.

Focus.
A. Have students share their interpretation of The Poison Tree with the
class.
1. The quickest way would be for them to display them on
their desks and let the class go around to look at them.
B. Show students Blake's illumination for The Poison Tree.
C. Ask students if seeing Blake's illumination has altered their
interpretation of the poem.
D. Have students look for images from the illumination that coincide
from the imagery in the text.
Explication and wrap up.
A. As a whole class discussion, explicate the poem by brainstorming for
meanmg.
B. Discuss how the imagery affects the interpretation for a complete
explication.
C. Have students compare their interpretation paragraphs with the class
explication brainstorm.
D. Connect the conversation to how this poem relates to the French/
American Revolutions.
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E. Comment of Blake's conceptions of Fratricide with in the Revolutions.
Grading: Have students turn in completed drawing and interpretation project for medium
weighted assignment points.
EALRs:
1. Writing- 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
2. Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
4. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
5. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
6. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
7. Arts 2.2, benchmark 3
8. Arts 3.2 through 3.3, benchmark 3
9. Communication 2.1 through 2.2, and 2.5, benchmark 3
10. Communication 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3
11. History 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
12. History 3.2 through 3.3, benchmark 3
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Blake's Trees
Topic: Blake's Trees as Symbolism
Concept: 1. This lesson is designed to look at Blake's illuminations' depiction of trees
and how these trees are used for symbolism. 2. Lesson is also designed as an introduction
to symbolism and abstract symbolism. 3. Build off prior knowledge on why Blake
represents nature in most of his poems.
Skill: Students will be given the opportunity to: learn the key poetical convention,
symbolism, strengthen prior knowledge on Blake's use of nature in his poetry.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the SWBAT: understand the basics of
symbolism, and understand some basics how trees are used for symbolism is Blake's
Songs ofInnocence and Experience.
Rationale: The purpose of this lesson is to help students to begin to look at poetry for
symbolism. The symbolisms of trees in Blake's illuminations help create imagery and
tone for the poem. By looking at the characteristics of Blake's trees in a specific
illumination, one can infer some concepts from the poem. For example, in most of
Blake's illuminations from Songs ofInnocence the trees are seemingly lush and act as
protectors, covering the poem and illuminated characters. One can deduce that in periods
of Innocence, Blake believes nature is meant to act as a protector. By helping the students
to begin to notice information such as this, they can begin to analyze deeper meaning
from the poems. Equally, noticing symbolism is a good skill when explicating most
poetry. Additionally, nature represents a part of Blake's personal mythology. Unlike
Blake, the Romantics believed that true human spirituality could be found in nature.
Materials:
I.
II.

Copies of Songs ofInnocence and Experience by William Blake.
Dictionaries

Lesson Activity:
Day One

I.

II.

Explaining Symbolism
A. Hand out dictionaries to students.
1. If there are not enough dictionaries for each student, have
students work in groups.
B. Ask students to look up the term Symbolism and read the definition.
C. Have students explain their understanding of the definition to each
other in a short class discussion.
D. Teacher fills in any hole of confusion about definition of symbolism.
Looking at Blake's Poetry

Pl9
A. Ask why students think trees are shaped in certain ways in the
illuminations.
B. What makes the trees seem appropriate for each illumination?
C. What does the tree seem connected to?
D. Are the trees focal points in the illuminations or key components to the
background?
E. What poems directly mention trees? Nature? What types of imagery
are developed?
F. Do the trees contribute to the mood, tone, and theme?
G. Explore the shapes and sizes of diUerent trees in select poems.
I. Leaves
2. Color
3. Size
H. Do the trees stand for something living yet intangible?
I. Do the trees represent something as a part of the human life cycle?

III.

Day Two
IV.

Secondary Reading & Assignments
A. Have students look at two contrasting poems from Innocence and
Experience focusing on trees as symbols and how the trees affect the
poetry.
1. Have students write a compare and contrast analyzing the
material from two contrary poems.
B. Study how trees act as symbols in other poets' poems. Assign students
one of the following pieces; don't be afraid to have individual students
do different pieces.
1. Frost, "Birches"
2. H.D ., "Pear Tree"
3. D.H. Lawrence, "When Ripe Fruit Falls"
4. Keats, " To Autumn"
5. Thomas Gray, "Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard"
C. Artwork possibilities
I. Nevins, "The Dream Tree"
2. Severinovich, "Apple Trees in Blossom"
Share What They Have Learned
A. Have students present their comparisons of either the Blake poems or
the secondary readings

Grading: Depending on how much research done by students. If students do not do any
form of research, like other poems and artwork, give points for a daily lesson.
EALRs:
I. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
2. Reading 3 .1 through 3 .4, benchmark 3
3. Writing- I.I through 1.3, benchmark 3
4 Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
Communication 2.1 through 2.2, and 2.5, benchmark 3
Communication 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3

Disclaimer: This lesson was adapted, and improved on, from the Amarillo Museam of
Art's web page for English lesson's available at
http://www.amarilloart.org/hs__eng___trees.html.
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More with Symbolism
Topic: An in depth focus on symbolism.
Concept: 1. This lesson plan is designed to take a stronger look at the concept of
symbolism. 2. More attention on exploring how Blake uses symbolism in his poems and
illuminations.
Skill: The student will be given the opportunity to: gain more experience with the
concept of symbolism, and develop some techniques in order to identify poetical
structures and feature, conventions.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the SWBAT: demonstrate a developed
understanding of the concept of symbolism, develop a stronger contextual understanding
of Blake's poetry, and explicate The Sick Rose by William Blake.
Rationale: The purpose of this lesson is to build on the previous learned concept of
symbolism in poetry. This activity is designed to use input from the class from Blake's
poem The Sick Rose as a basis for studying symbolism. Even though the poem has dark
contextual undertones, the context is exactly why it is a good poem to explicate for
symbolism. The poem presents two distinct readings depending on how one chooses to
interpret the images, metaphors, and symbols: the circle of life in nature, and sexual
improprieties. I know this lesson could take a couple of days, but this will only increase
retention of the poetical concept I am focusing on.
Materials:
I.

IL

Pen/pencil and paper
Copy of The Sick Rose by William Blake

Lesson Activity:
Day one
I.
The Sick Rose
A. Hand out copies of The Sick Rose by William Blake to the students.
B. Read aloud in class
C. Inform students that a 1-2 page interpretation of the poem is expected
by the end of the week.
1. I want them to write what they consider to be a possible
reading of the poem by interpreting it line for line, or image
by image. Students should use expressions like, " by using
this image the poet creates ... " Interpretation should finish
with a conclusion summing up the student's view of what the
poem is about. I know this part seems rushed, but the goal of
the lesson is to have a rough idea of what the poem
symbolizes, not perfection.
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Day Two
II.

III.

Brainstorm and Connect
A. From the interpretation papers I would hope two find multiple
possibilities of meanings associated with the symbols, and imagery, in
the poem.
B. Develop angles to interpret the poem from and list them on the white
board.
C. Under each header, create a brainstorm of different meanings of
symbols that fit with a particular reading.
-D. The goal is to come up with two distinct inlerprnlalions
I. The cycle of life in nature.
2. Sexual impropriety, rape etc ...
E. Possibilities of interpretations of the symbols below.
Group activity
A. Divide students into groups
B. In the groups, have the students compare their interpretations and
discuss the reasons why they chose to read the poem as so.
C. Now have students discuss the differences between the separate
interpretations of symbols.
D. The goal here is to get students to look poetry for multiple readings of
meaning by scrutinizing the text's symbols and such.

Grading: Grade papers accordingly to a medium weighted assessment. Give daily points
for participation in group activity.
Possible meanings Associated with the Symbols in The Sick Rose:
Rose: A symbol of perfection and the flower Venus. It also stands for joy and
peace. The rose is always seen as feminine and sometimes represents the female genitals.
A red rose can represent life, spring, passion, and blood. A white rose can represent
purity and virginity.
Worm: A symbol of death, it is connected with lowness, vileness, and contempt. It
also is a masculine force, sometimes being seen to represent the penis. In this poem, the
worm is also a Canker Worm, which eats the roots of roses.
Storm: A symbol of chaos, confusion, fear, wildness, destruction and change. The
storm can also be seen as blowing away the old and frail and giving the new room to
expand. If storm is seen to have creative effects, there must first be great wildness and
destruction.
Night: A symbol of darkness, of things secret and hidden. It is also a symbol of
evil. Satan is referred to as the Prince of Darkness.

Bed: A symbol of sleep and the vulnerability and innocence of sleep. It can also
represent the sexual idea of bed. In this poem it is also possible of being a garden bed.
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EALRs:
I. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
2. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing- I.I through 1.3, benchmark 3
4 Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
5. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
6. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
7. Communication 2.1 through 2.2, and 2.5, benchmark 3
8. Communication 3.1 througlr3.3, benchmark3
9. Arts 2.2, benchmark 3
10. Arts 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3
11. Arts 4.1 through 4.2, 4.4 through 4.5, benchmark 3
Disclaimer: This lesson was adapted and severely altered from the lesson pool at
www.Curriculum.edu. The explanations of possible meaning associated with The Sick
Rose are credited to the lesson plan available at
www.Curriculum.edu.au/downlaod/lesspln/symbol.htm.
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Illumination Scavenger Hunt
Topic: Deeper look at Blake's Illuminations
Concept: The concept of this lesson is to give the students an opportunity to look more
deeply into the illuminations that accompany Blake's poetry, and help them understand
how these illuminations connect to the poems .

. filwl;..Studentwill be given the opportunity to improve visual critical analysis skills..
Lesson Objective: By the end of this lesson the student will: have used critical thinking
and visualization to problem solve, see the connections between Blake's illuminations
and the poems they coexist with, and use visual information to support analysis from text.
Rationale: The purpose of this lesson is to show students how intricate and purposeful
Blake's illuminations were and how they helped portray the themes of his poetry. This
lesson could work in two ways: have the students develop their own scavenger hunt, or
have the teacher make a master scavenger hunt for the class. If the teacher makes the
scavenger hunt, it is up to him or her to properly develop one that will have the students
critically perusing the illuminations for the objects. The importance behind this lesson is
to have the student's looking for things that are significant for the poem's construction.
For example, in how many illuminations can lambs be found? Lambs play an important
role in both Innocence and Experience. Also, during this lesson's debriefing it would be
beneficial for the teacher to ask questions like, "why do you think there are so many
lambs," and "what do they seem to represent in both Innocence and Experience?" These
questions are where the real connections and learning will be made.
Materials:

I.
IL
III.

Paper and pencils
Full color copies of Blake's Songs ofInnocence or Experience
If computers are available, this lesson goes great with the
Blakearchive.org

Lesson Activity:
Day One

I.

II.

The Scavenger Hunt
A. Decide whether or not the students or the teacher will be creating the
scavenger hunt.
B. If kids follow on to step II, if teacher move to III.
Student Made Scavenger Hunt
A. Tell kids they will be making a scavenger hunt, a basic where is Waldo
of Blake's poetry. This lesson should rely totally on specific detail that
is of importance to the poems the objects represent. Tell them that
obscurity would be ridiculous. My favorite technique is to tell them
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III.

that you would not like it if someone asked you to find the hardest
thing in the book, so why ask someone else.
B. Have kids make the scavenger hunt. The Blakearchive.org is a useful
tool that provides excellent illuminations and zoom qualities.
C. Have kids trade each other's scavenger hunt and try and solve them.
D. After kids are finished have some individuals share why they asked
students to find certain objects and how does the object fit the scheme
of the poem?
Teacher Made
A. Teachers, remember to make this scavenger hunt fit relevant facts that
can help facilitate intelligent discussion after the hunt. Example could
include:
I. How many poems have trees? With leaves? Without leaves?
Trees play an important role in Blake's poetry, especially the
difference in the trees amongst the poems from Innocence
and Experience.
2. How many men are there with gray or white beards in the
poems? Bearded men represent an important idea about the
stage of experience. Equally, some of the bearded individuals
look similar to Urizen; a character that Blake used to
symbolize man's reason and the follies of experience.

Day Two
IV.
Tying in the Conversation
A. Facilitate discussion on why some objects are continually apparent in
Blake's illuminations.
B. What do the objects represent?
C. Why do some objects or themes keep reoccurring?
D. What role does the illumination play in the presentation of the poems
or art?
Grading: Completion of scavenger is a point-graded lesson. However many points best
fits the curriculum. Medium range point value suggested to increase retention and
participation.
EALRs:
I. Reading 1.1 through 1.4, benchmark 3
2. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
3. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
4. History 2.2, benchmark 3
5. Communication 2.1 through 2.2, and 2.5, benchmark 3
6. Communication 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark
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Explicating
The Chimney Sweeper Poems
Topic: Explicating The Chimney Sweeper poems.
Concept: 1. The purpose of this lesson is to explicate the two Chimney Sweeper poems.
2. To initiate a discussion on child labor during the late 18th century. 3. Discuss Blake's
opinion on the child labor ideology of the late 18th century. 4. Begin to question the
contrasts of innocence and experience.

Skill: The student will be given the opportunity to: explicate the two Chimney Sweeper
poems, develop an understanding of child labor laws in the 18th century, and develop an
interpretation comparing the two human states of innocence and experience.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the SWBAT: explicate the two Chimney
Sweeper poems, and create a basic comparison between the concepts innocence and
experience and how these concepts relate Blake's opinions to human development.
Rationale: Generally speaking, nobody likes the abuse of children. I believe that by
explicating the two Chimney Sweeper poems a can possibly tap into the emotional side of
my students, which hypothetically, should cause them to take a stronger interest in
exploring the messages in Blake's poetry. The two Chimney Sweeper poems deal with the
deplorable working conditions of young boys in the 18th century. At a glance, I am pretty
confident that my students will miss the overall message behind the two poems. But, I
believe that the two poems are the best examples in Blake's Songs ofInnocence and
Experience that best exemplify Blake's idea of showing the contrary states of the human
spirit. Beyond the dark commentary, the poems attempt to question what exactly
constitutes the change from innocence to experience. Furthermore, the poems directly
link the reader to the poems. The Chimney Sweeper poems are the only poems that really
comment on the reader's position in the plight of the young chimneysweepers. This
connection displays whom Blake is critiquing. I think once students realize the true
intentions behind the relatively childlike poems, they will begin to appreciate Blake's
poetry more and develop a stronger desire to keep reading n order to find out who or
what Blake will critique next. Kids love that stuff.
Materials:

I.
II.

Copies of Blake's two Chimney Sweeper poems, including illuminations.
Video: William Blake, Songs ofInnocence and Experience. Heather Glen,
Thames Production. 20 minutes

Lesson Activity:
Day One

I. The Chimney Sweeper Poems
A. Hand out copies of the two Chimney Sweeper poems.
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B. Read aloud in class a couple of times.
C. Do a brainstorm in order to create a basic explication on the blackboard.
D. Make sure the students take notes
E. Students should have some experience by now of how to do this.
II. The Film
A. Watch the video production that explicates the two Chimney Sweeper
poems.
1. Video is an explication of the poems.
2. Plus an introduction to child labor conditions in the 18th
century.
III. Connection
A. Compare the video's explication analysis to the class's basic brainstorm.
B. Fill in any loops that were discussed in the video that were not on the
brainstorm.
Day Two
IV. Teacher led lecture.
A. Bring attention to the your in the fourth line of the first Chimney Sweeper
poem.
1. What exactly is Blake saying with this you?
B. Who was Blake's audience?
C. What is he saying to them?
D. Has the voice changed from the first Chimney Sweeper poem to the
second?
E. What constitutes innocence? Experience?
F. What factors have played a role in the loss of the young chirnneysweeper' s
innocence?
G. How has child labor played a role?
H. What is Blake critiquing?
I. This question will lead to a lot of discussion, but as for this
portion of the lesson it is complete.
2. Transition along to where the discussion takes the students
from this point. Be sure to let them explore possibilities,
but guide them from extreme faulty roads.
Grading: This lesson should be graded for a daily weighted assignment. The importance
of this lesson is not the grade but retention of the information. It is important for the
teacher to explain the importance of this lesson without providing the fear of a pencil
paper test.
EALRs:
1. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
2. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing- 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
4 Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
5. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
6. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
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7. History 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
8. History 2.2, benchmark 3
9. History 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3

Possible road to take from here:
I have found an interesting lesson plan on comparing Blake's representation of child
labor to Lewis Carroll's representation in Alice in Wonderland. This could be an
excellent road to take if students have read Carroll's novel. Some definite pre-planning
for the teacher to cover this novel is necessary if this is the road the teacher wants to take.
The lesson plan URL is located in the Resources section of this portfolio as well.
http://edsitement.neh.gov/view_lesson_plan.asp?ID=286
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The Chimney Sweeper
By William Blake, from
Songs ofinnocence, 1789

The Chimney Sweeper
By William Blake, from
Songs of Experience, 1793

When my mother Died I was very young
And my father sold me while yet my tongue
Could scarcely cry weep weep weep weep.
So your chimneys I sweep & in soot I sleep.

A little black thing among the snow:
Crying weep, weep, in notes of woe!
Where are thy father & mother? Say?
They are both gone up to the church to pray.

Theres little Tom Dacri,, who cried when his head
That curl'd like a lambs back, was shav'd, so I said:
Hush Tom never mind it, for when your head's bare
You know that the soot cannot spoil your white hair

Because I was happy upon a heath
And smile'd among the winters snow:
They clothed me in the clothes of death,
And taught me to sing the notes of woe.

And so he was quiet, & that very night,
As Tom was a sleeping he had such a sight
That thousands of sweepers Dick, Joe, Ned & Jack
Were all them lock'd up in coffins of black,

And because I am happy & dance & sing,
They think they have done me no injury:
And are gone to praise God & his Priest & King
Who make up a heaven of our Misery.

And by came an Angel who had a bright key,
And open'd the coffins & set them free.
Then down a green plain leaping and laughing they run
And wash in a river and shine in the Sun.
Then naked & white, all their bags left behind,
They rise upon clouds, and sport in the wind
And the Angel told Tom if he'd be a good boy,
He'd have God for his father & never want joy
And so Tom awoke and we rose in the dark
And got with our bags & our brushes to work.
Tho' the morning was cold, Tom was happy & warm
So if all do their duty they need not fear harm.

William Blake, Songs ofInnocence and Experience. Heather Glen, Thames Production.
20 minutes
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Child Labor
and the Writers
Topic: Examining the Child Labor Issues of the Romantic and Pre-Victorian Period
Concept: 1. This lesson is designed to build off of the knowledge gained from the
Explicating the Chimney Sweeper Poems Lesson. 2. Strengthen the student's insight on
the child labor economy of the period. 3. Allow students to compare and contrast two
atithors, William Blake & Charles Dickens, perceptions of child labor during their
respective literary period.
Skill: Student will be given the opportunity to: Develop critical analysis skills, develop
interpersonal skills, and examine the child labor laws and how they affected history in the
European economy, political, and spiritual scheme.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the student will be able to: Read Charles
Dickens' Oliver Twist, explain some methods of child labor from the Romantic and
Victorian eras, compare the two authors assumptions about child labor, and examine
some influential legislation dealing with Child Labor Laws.
Rationale: Sometimes students need more then one perspective in order to maintain an
objective rationale in a concept. Charles Dickens was the prominent writer of his literary
period. By allowing the students to compare these two influential writers, I may connect
the parallels between the periods and present how the Romantic period affected the
writings of the proceeding period. Additionally, child labor was a growing issue during
the end of the Romantic Period, and reached its climax in the pre-Victorian Age. I do not
feel comfo1table opening up Blake's perception of child labor without bringing it to a
satisfying closure. I believe Dickens' portrayal of the evil of child labor represents the
thematically approach of Blake's contrasting innocence and experience. This
resemblance will further strengthen the historical and literary goal of this unit.
Materials:

I. Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist
2. William Blake's two Chimney Sweeper Poems, A Little Boy Lost, and London
3. Pencil and Paper
Lesson Activity:
DayOne&Two
I. The connection of Blake and Dickens
A. As part of the Curriculum, students should have been reading Oliver Twist
every Friday for silent sustained reading. As the students go through the
preceding lesson, Explicating the Chimney Sweeper Poems, they should
begin noticing connections about the theme of child labor issues. If not,
the teacher should begin this conversation.
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B. Explanation and process of this lesson are explained in the following
article.
Reeves, W. (1974). Chimney sweeps and charter'd streets-The teaching of
Oliver Twist, with an Assist from William Blake. The Journal of
English Teaching Techniques, 7(1), 32-35
C. Teacher should feel free to bring in as many other authors as he or she
feels are applicable for the students to view. Poems are usually the best
since they are quick and painless.
Grading: The grade for this assignment should have some heavy weight added to it,
since the students are reading a novel. Presentations are the key assessment, but a teacher
could assign a paper if necessary.
EALRs:
I. Writing- I. I through 1.3, benchmark 3
2. Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
4. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
5. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
6. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
7. History I.I through 1.4, benchmark 3
8. History 2.1 through 2.3, benchmark 3
9. History 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3
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Blake Crossword
Topic: Learning Key words and Concepts
Concept: 1. This lesson is designed to give students an opportunity to use learned
information, key words and concepts, from Blake's Songs ofInnocence and Experience.
2. This lesson also acts as a diagnostic assessment for me to see how well I have been
teaching the information from my Blake unit.
Skill: The student will be given the opportunity to demonstrate knowledge of key terms
and concepts from the unit on William Blake.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the SWBAT: demonstrate knowledge of key
words and concepts from unit on William Blake. By the end of the lesson the TWBAT:
assess teaching progress and retention of unit.
Rationale: The main purpose of this lesson is to check the retention of my students so far
from the information I have given them. This crossword is a fun, constructive way for the
students to demonstrate their gained knowledge without testing. With crossword puzzles,
students have the opportunity to demonstrate knowledge of various objectives without
feeling the burden of a pencil and paper assessment. Also, the puzzle allows me to assess
any confusion or misunderstandings from the unit so far so I can see what needs to be
done to improve or recover information as needed.
Materials:
I.
IL

III.

Pencil/ pen
Crossword.
If a teacher does not feel like making a crossword, have the students make
their own, or use the Internet based Blake crossword available at:
http://fer!.becta.org. uk/display .cfm

Lesson Activity:
I. The Whole Lesson
A. Have students become settled and seated.
B. Hand out the Blake crossword, or Internet based crossword.
C. Inform the students to work alone.
1. Using the text is acceptable.
2. Class time only, not a homework assignment since this is also
an assessment.
D. After class time has ended, or all students are finished, collect the
crossword puzzle.
Grading: Depending on weight of normal assignments, grade accordingly as everyday
assignment.
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EALRs:
I. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
2. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
Disclaimer: This lesson idea was adapted from the Internet Blake Crossword puzzle.
Personally, I think the Internet puzzle is too vague in ce1iain situations, plus too easy
because students can find out the answers without even answering a clue.
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Blake's Ballads
Topic: Blake's poems set to music
Concept: I. This is a lesson organized to facilitate the idea that scholars believe Blake's
Songs were meant to be sung. 2. To give an opportunity for students to hear Blake's
poems set to music and hypothesize if the music strengthens or weaken the poems. 3. To
help students hear the poems. 4. Opportunity to visit the musical trends and style of the
period.
Skill: Student will be given the opportunity to: develop poetry listening skills, practice
analyzing metrics, practice interpretive skills, and utilize Internet research skills.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the SWBAT: support or develop an argument
for Blake's poems being set to music.
Rationale: It is true that Blake's poems are very metrical and have music like qualities.
This lesson is designed to give the students an opportunity to make their own
assumptions about the musical intentions of Blake's poetry. This lesson will give students
a chance to hear musical artists' renditions of Blake's poems from Songs ofInnocence
and Experience and explore the metrical balance between iambs, trochees, and guitar. By
allowing my students to explore this aspect of Blake's poetry I give them another
paradigm to study and analyze poetry. By using other artistic conceptions of how they
believe Blake's poem were meant to be performed, rather then read, I open new schemes
for my students to appreciate poetry, and possibly music. One can easily argue that the
original poetical metrics were easily inspired by the music of the times. For example,
bards sung sonnets accompanied by a lute in gothic England. I know I appreciated music
more when I started to find poetical themes in songs. By introducing this idea through
Blake, I can help create some possible connections between music and poetry.
Materials:

I.
IL
III.

Computers with Internet access and Sound Blaster Cards.
If computer not available, CD/ tape player and tape of different poems by
Blake to music from:
http://groups.msn.com/acousticmusiciansandpoetssoundarchive.
Head phones.

Lesson Activity:
Day One

I.

II.

Anticipatory set
A. Have students explore what role music played on the Romantic
lifestyle.
B. Who where some prominent musicians?
C. What were some prominent styles?
At the computer lab:
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A. Group students with computers.
B. Log in, and have them go to the URL
http://groups.msn.com/acousticmusiciansandpoetssoundarchive.
C. Have one group of students click on the link "Holy Thursday" and turn
up their speaker volume.
D. If students have not noticed by end of song tell them that it was a
rendition of Blake's Holy Thursday.
E. Lecture on the Idea that Blake's poems were thought to be meant to be
sung in his time.
F: Let students explore the music site with headphones on!!!

Day Two

III.

IV.

V.

Wrap up.
A. Ask students if they liked certain songs.
B. Let them play excerpts for the class.
C. Ask students if they think the music detracts or supports the poems.
D. What is their opinion!
Optional Assessment.
A. Have students research the Internet for any critical articles about Blake
and music.
B. Have students develop a 1-2 page argument, with research suppo1t,
either supporting or not supporting the idea of Blake's poems and
music.
See Singing Blake if Students liked this lesson.

Grading: This lesson is primarily participation based. Grade should be given for
attendance and participation. Develop weight of Critical paper as instructor sees fit.
EALRs:
1. Writing- 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
2. Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
4. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
5. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
6. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
7. History 1.1 through 1.4, benchmark 3
8. Arts 1.1 through 1.2, 1.5, benchmark 3
9. Arts 4.1, benchmark 3
10. Communication 1.1 through 1.4, benchmark 3
11. Communication 3 .1 through 3 .3, benchmark 3
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Singing Blake
Topic: Adapting Blake's poems from Songs ofInnocence and Experience to music.
Concept: I. This is a lesson organized to facilitate the ideas presented in Blake's Ballads.
2. To give an opportunity for students to hear more of Blake's poems set to music. 3. To
allow students to foster interpretations of Blake's poetry. 4. To let students utilize
different dispositions oflearning.
Skill:. Student will be given the opportunity to: develop poetry !lstening skills, practice
analyzing metrics, practice interpretive skills, and utilize musical intelligences.
Lesson Objective: By the end of the lesson the SWBAT: practice developing metrical
understanding of poetry, interpret a poem's tone in order to set to music, and practice
pairing multiple disciplines to create a finished product.
Rationale: This lesson will give students a chance to create their own renditions of
Blake's poems from Songs ofInnocence and Experience. By allowing my students to
investigate this aspect of Blake's poetry I give them another way to study and analyze
poetry. By allowing them to explore poetry, rather than reading, I open new windows for
my students to appreciate poetry. By introducing this idea with Blake, I can build on the
ideas presented in Blake's Ballads, and facilitate more connections between Blake's
poetry and music. Equally, I will be presenting a medium in which to practice poetical
metrics.
Materials:
I.
II.
III.

Cooperation with music or technology department.
Blake's Songs ofInnocence and Experience.
Various musical instruments or software supporting music.

Lesson Activity:
DayOne&Two
I.
The Day after Blake's Ballads
A. If students enjoyed, or did not understand the Blake's Ballads lesson
plan, present the opportunity to put one of Blake's poems to music
also.
B. Have student pick the poem he or she would want to do.
C. Group students with desired poem.
D. Make sure students have copies of their desired poem.
E. Have students explicate the tone of the poem in order to create the
correct tone for their musical piece.
F. Based on tools available, Technology or Music departments, see
correct bullet.
II.
Music Department
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III.

Day Three
IV.

A. Make sure Music teacher has relayed lesson concept to student sin
music class.
B. Identify students who are in the music department.
l. This will help ease sharing concept of the poem, and tone, with
music students.
C. Give groups as close to equal students from music department as
necessary.
1. Remember to spread out the musical instruments as to not have 5
flutes in one group etc ...
D. Have students work on their musical poems.
1. If available, give students practice rooms in order to keep their
ideas secret from other student. You know I plan to have them
share their ideas, so why spoil it by having them in the same room.
E. Go to Wrap up.
Technology
A. Some schools have a technology department with software programs
available for creating various productions. Commercials, Music, and
such.
B. Bring students to Technology department.
C. Identify students with Technology class experience.
1. This will facilitate ideas and concepts faster to students with no
prior experience.
D. Give each group a number of technology students. as necessary.
E. Have students create their pieces using Blake's poems
F. Go to Wrap up

Wrap up
A. Gather students together and have them share their creations.
B. Allow time for students to share why they created what they did and
explain their interpretations.

Grading: This lesson is primarily participation based. Grade should be given for
attendance and participation. It would be respectable to have this assignment be medium
weighted, depending on effort of students to do this activity.
EALRs:
1. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
2. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
3. Communication 1.1 through 1.4, benchmark 3
4. Communication 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3
5. Arts 1.1 through 4.5, benchmark 3

Disclaimer:
I understand that this lesson could be very time consuming, and is built on the
assumptions of specific tools in a school building.
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Fake Blake
Topic: Poetry mimic, practicing writing poetry.
Concept: 1. This is an optional lesson plan that can be used with the Blake Mandala
lesson. The Mandala is not necessary for this lesson to be successful, but it makes it
easier for the kids. This lesson provides students with an opportunity to mimic Blake's
writing, and artistic style. In addition it gives the students an opportunity to practice
poetic writing. 2. This is an anticipatory lesson for the culminating project of the students
creating their own etched illumination.
Skill: Student will be given the opportunity to create a Blake style poem using concepts
from their Mandala.
Lesson Objective: By the end of this lesson the student will: have a personalized fake
Blake poem, giving the opportunity to respect the difficulty in writing and drawing
Blakean poetry.
Rationale: The purpose of this lesson is to give the students an opportunity to practice
their writing skills while developing a deeper appreciation of the difficulty of writing
poetry. This lesson also gives the students a chance to kinesthetically learn, which
improves the retention of material by 50%. By letting the class make their own poem they
can develop a more critical eye towards the messages behind Blake's poetry. For
example, while a student attempts to write a poem like the Tyger, he or she will be
explicating the meaning of the poem in order to make the correct mimic. This will
facilitate deeper thought about the poem itself. Equally, the student can practice rhyme
and meter. Additionally, the child will have to connect their writing with the artwork
surrounding their poem. This will challenge their skill to make the poem and art connect,
but still attempt to keep some form of ambiguity as Blake did.
Materials:
I.
Drawing paper/ paper
IL
Color pencils, water paint, and pens
III.
Blake Mandala (optional)
Lesson Activity:
Day One - Day Three
I.
Giving Students the Lesson
A. After reading and explicating excerpts from Blake's Songs ofInnocence
and Experience, tell students they will be given the opportunity to write a
poem that mimics Blake
B. Give them the rationale for the assignment.
1. Practice/ Respect of author difficult style, etc.
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(

Process

II.

C. If the students have done the Blake Mandala project they can use those
drawings as starting points for ideas of finding contrasts or comparisons.
D. Have students use a piece of scratch paper to develop ideas for contrasting
poems
1. Remind them that it is equally important to develop an artistic
scheme to fit the poem. Also, remind them of rhyme scheme and
other poetic conventions.
E. Give students the option to run the poem through workshops
F. When final poetic draft is done, have students develop their artistic
scheme
G. Give out drawing paper and drawing utensils.
H. Have students make their final product.
Group Assessment and participation.
A. Have class do a Fake Blake poetry reading with optional explication of
poems.
B. Make a class Fake Blake portfolio, or put poems up on the walls for
viewing by the school.
C. Go to the Teaching Blake's ReliefEtching Lesson

Grading: Grading based on participation and the presentation of a professional quality
final product. If all these criteria are met, give an A.
EALRs:
1. Writing- 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3
2. Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
4. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
5. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
6. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
7. Arts 1.1 through 1.2, 1.5, benchmark 3
8. Arts 4 .1, benchmark 3
9. Communication I.I through 1.4, benchmark 3
10. Communication 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3
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Teaching Blake's
Relief Etching
Topic: Teaching the students to etch their poetry
Concept: 1. This assignment is the second level of the Fake Blake poetry writing
assignment. 2. This lesson is developed to allow students to hands on learn how etching
is done, then create their own etching from the poem writing during the Fake Blake
lesson. 3. Help students realize the tremendous amount of skill and time to make one
Blakean style poem. 4. Visual and artistic intelligences being utilized.
Skill: Student will be given the opportunity to create a Blake style etching from his or her
previously created fake Blake.
Lesson Objective: By the end of this lesson the student will be able to: have a
personalized etched fake Blake poem, giving the opportunity to respect the difficulty in
writing and drawing Blakean poetry, and have learned how to make own etchings.
Rationale: The idea behind this lesson is to give students the opportunity to experience
the painful and time-consuming art of etching. When an artist does etch work, everything
has to be backwards, like in a mirror. This takes great skill, effort, and patience. This
lesson also gives the students a chance to kinesthetically learn, which improves the
retention of material by 50%. If I want my students to truly respect, and understand the
message and purpose under girthing Blake's poetry, they must experience the sequence
that Blake went through to make his poems. The poems took along time to make, and
hand water paint. Blake easily could have massed produced his poems, but chose to rely
on his artistic integrity that each poem was a work of art not literature.
Materials:

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Preliminary design (Fake Blake)
Linoleum block
Carbon Paper or tracing paper
Oven or hotplate
Water colors, paint, or colored crayons-markers

Lesson Activity:
Day One - Four
I.
The Etching Process
A. Explanation and process of this lesson are explained in the following
article.
Eaves, M. (1979). Teaching Blake's relief etching. Blake Newsletter 13, 140-
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B. Teacher should feel free to give the students as many days as needed to
complete this assignment do to the difficulty level.
C. Have a gallery display for student to see the final effort of the students
Grading: Etching is very difficult. This should be a culminating project that has high
weight. Since English teachers should not be the judges of such artistic criteria, if the
student completes the task with respectable effort, assess appropriately.
EALRs:
1. Writing- 1.1 through 1.3, benchmark 3 ·
2. Writing- 2.1 through 2.4, benchmark 3
3. Writing 3.1 through 3.5, benchmark 3
4. Writing 4.1 through 4.2, benchmark 3
5. Reading 2.3, benchmark 3
6. Reading 3.1 through 3.4, benchmark 3
7. History 1.1 through 1.4, benchmark 3
8. History 2.1 through 2.3, benchmark 3
9. History 3 .1 through 3 .3, benchmark 3
I 0. Arts 1.1 through 1.2, 1.5, benchmark 3
11. Arts 4 .1, benchmark 3
12. Communication I. I through 1.4, benchmark 3
13. Communication 3.1 through 3.3, benchmark 3
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Resources
Books
Blake, W. (1789 ,1794/1970). Songs ofInnocence and ofExperience. Oxford: Oxford
University Press
Gleckner, R., & Greenberg, M. (Eds). ( 1989). Approaches to teaching Blake's Songs of

Innocence and ofExperience. New York: The Modem Language Association of
America

Articles
Eaves, M. (1979). Teaching Blake's relief etching. Blake Newsletter 13, 140-47
Joyce, J. J. (1974). Teaching whimwhams and an introduction to William Blake. Journal

ofEnglish Teaching Techniques, 7(3), 17-22.
Reeves, W. (1974). Chimney sweeps and charter'd streets-The teaching of Oliver Twist,
with an Assist from William Blake. The Journal ofEnglish Teaching Techniques,
7(1), 32-35
Reynolds, M. (1993). Writing to read poetry: Teaching Blake's Songs ofInnocence and

Experience. Alabama English, 4, 21-28
WebPages
The Blake Archive. Eaves, M, Essick, R, & Viscomi, J. (Eds). http://blakearchive.org/
Blake's the Lamb and the Tyger PowerPoint presentation. http://www.calhouncity .k 12. ga. us/chs/english/Blake.html

Blake set to Music. http://groups.msn.com/acousticmusiciansandpoetssoundarchive
Blake's Trees Adaptation Lesson. http://www.amarilloart.org/hs_eng_trees.html.
Declaration of the Rights ofMan and Citizen. http://www.hrcr.org/docs/frenchdec.html
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Explication of the Sick Rose. www.Curriculum.edu.au/downlaod/lesspln/symbol.htm.
Lewis Carol Lesson. http://edsitement.neh.gov/view_lesson_plan.asp?ID=286
Romantic Period Timeline. http ://historytimeline.sageadams.com/index9 .htm
Sample Blake Crossword Puzzle. Http://ferl.becta.org.uk/display.cfrn

Videos
William Blake, Songs ofInnocence and Experience. Heather Glen, Thames Production.
20 minutes

Chapter Five
Summary, Conclusion, and Recommendations

Summary and Conclusions
The basis of this project was to collect and present the current dialogue discussing
the ideas of integrated curriculum, and provide an example of how integrated curriculum
could be used in an English content class. In the case of this project, high school English.
The review ofliterature was separated into different areas of research, state standards and
guidelines, opinion amongst researchers and professional teachers, research on integrated
cuniculum, perspectives on William Blake, and the teaching of moral values and
humanity through English, common ground was offered connecting the areas to the
integrated unit. In considering the validity of the research presented, I believe that the
opinions and research findings presented in the literature review, along with other
chapters, support the implementation of integrated curriculum in the contemporary
classroom as a means of obtaining higher levels of retention, learning, and teaching.
The project was designed to make use of the poetry written by William Blake in
order to facilitate educational angles of teaching history, the arts, English, the
technologies, and the vocational arts. The project is set up as set of guidelines for
connecting the poems from Blake's Songs ofInnocence and Experience to the historical
events of the revolutionary era, in addition to teaching poetical conventions and exploring
the technical trades of the period. This unit uses the Washington State EALRs as an
assessment guideline to measure what skills are being addressed in each lesson.
Additionally, suggested grade weights are offered for each lesson or activity.
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Recommendations
The need for more research and development of integrated curriculum, as well as
other contemporary instructional ideas, is a major recommendation. A need for more
well-designed research dealing with comparing and contrasting the strengths and
weaknesses of integrated curriculum to that of traditional settings is a definite necessity.
In addition to the needs for more research dealing with integrated curriculum, a need for
time for teachers to educate themselves in integrated curriculum, and time to develop
units that could be implemented in their classrooms is a must. Many teachers might be
hesitant to explore different approaches to teaching if they cannot find purpose for taking
chances of deviating from their comfortable ways of instructional methods.
I would also suggest that there is a great need for more information dealing with
why ce1tain authors should be taught in a classroom. When creating this project, I found
several approaches to teaching William Blake in the classroom, but observed a definite
lack in why he should be taught. Information on great authors seems very difficult to find
dealing with why the author should be taught and at what level. If more educators would
take time to publish, or share why they teach certain things, rather than how, more
teachers might be interested in taking educational chances.
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